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Abstract
Background: Fixed very-high-frequency (VHF) antenna arrays have been a
standard technique for remote tracking of radio-tagged wildlife since the 1960s.
In recent years, a growing network of coordinated, fixed VHF arrays on a shared
frequency has expanded throughout the Western Hemisphere, but our ability to
estimate animal trajectories at regional scales is limited by the fact that
detections consist of irregular time series of signal strength values as tagged
individuals move in and out of detection range of antenna beams within the
array. Therefore more advanced modeling methods are needed to refine estimates
of animal locations. A novel state-space technique is presented to estimate the
location and airborne movements of VHF tagged wildlife individuals with fixed
VHF arrays. The approach combines a movement model (Ornstein- Uhlenbeck
random process in the transverse (horizontal) plane and a Cox- Ingersoll-Ross
process in the vertical direction) to ensure biologically-consistent trajectories in
three-dimensions, and an observation model to account for the effect of range,
altitude and bearing angle on the received signal strength. The observation model
of received signals accounts for low-end saturation from receiver noise, high-end
saturation from receiver non-linearities as well as a wireless multipath
phenomena, which modulates the received signal according to range, the altitude
and radiation characteristics of the Yagi array. A pattern function for the Yagi
array is synthesized that facilitates linearization of the received signals and
subsequent application of Kalman filtering.
Results: We first validate the model using a simulated trajectory and then
estimate the space-time trajectory of a migrating VHF-tagged shorebird, which
was tracked with a regional automated radio telemetry network. The algorithm
accurately predicted the average movement trajectory given the system
parameters and the initial conditions (average error < 1 km). The modeled
shorebird track represents a first estimate in three-dimensional (3D) of a radio
tagged bird using a fixed telemetry array, and was qualitatively reasonable, but
exhibited some sensitivity in the vertical plane and to initial conditions.
Conclusions: From an applied ecology perspective, we feel that our technique is
flexible and broadly applicable to other telemetry networks and ecological
systems. Thus, given appropriate array configuration and modification of the
observation and process models, our technique could be applied to the analysis of
automated VHF telemetry data across a wide range of spatial and temporal
scales, from site-specific studies using targeted arrays, to coordinated digital VHF
tracking efforts that span the Hemisphere.
Keywords: Radio telemetry; state-space; Kalman filtering; Ornstein- Uhlenbeck
process; Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process; bird migration; radio multipath; aeroecology
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1 Background
Accurate estimation and assessment of animal movements is an essential tool towards un-
derstanding and conserving animal populations and ecosystem processes [1, 2, 3], [4]. Radio
telemetry has been a standard technique for tracking wildlife since the 1960s [5], and to date
remains one of the sole options for collecting individual-based tracking data of small-bodied
(< 100 g) species [2]. For example, accurate positioning of birds fitted with light-weight
(≥ 0.25 g) VHF transmitters is possible using handheld receivers; manual tracking is how-
ever limited by effort, available transportation and knowledge of an animal’s whereabouts
following release [5, 6, 7].
The recent expansion of coordinated digital VHF telemetry using automated radio teleme-
try systems has enabled a wide range of wildlife taxa to be tracked at unprecedented spatial
and temporal scales. Automated radio telemetry systems can provide round-the-clock de-
tection for relatively long periods (e.g. 4+ months for 1-g units with a 5-second pulse rate)
whenever tagged individuals are within detection range of receiving antennas [8, 9]. Such
systems have enabled studies to be conducted in a wide range of environments, from grass-
land [10] to tropical rainforest [11], to track a variety of taxa including reptiles [12, 13], birds
[14, 15, 16, 17, 18], terrestrial mammals [19], and bats [20]. These studies typically base lo-
cation on triangulation via implied bearings, estimated in turn via relative signal strengths
between multi-antenna array elements. More recently, more accurate methods have been
developed using time of arrival and high-precision clocks [21], [22]. These studies have all
been applied to ranges within 5-20 km and animals either on the ground or presumed to be
flying at low altitudes. Contrastingly, a coordinated network of automated radio telemetry
stations, theMotusWildlife Tracking System, was piloted in northeastern North America in
2012 and has since expanded throughout western Hemisphere (www.motus-wts.org). These
stations have recorded over 250 million detections from more than 9,000 individuals rep-
resenting 87 species of birds, bats, and insects tracked with digital VHF transmitters on a
shared frequency [23]. However, given the data collected by automated radio telemetry sta-
tions typically consists of unevenly-spaced time series of signal strength values received by
single beams or sporadically by multiple antenna beams, estimating the true positions and
trajectories of radio-tagged animals involving changes in flight altitude at regional scales
remains a quantitatively complex and an unresolved area of research [24, 23].
2 Methods
2.1 Aim, Design and Setting
The objective of our study is to provide a framework to estimate the position of radio-tagged
birds based on time-series data logged by an automated radio telemetry array, which ac-
counts for the 3D structure. In this study, we used digitally coded VHF transmitters (NTQB-
4-2; LotekWireless; hereafter nanotag) that weighed 1 g and measured 12×8×8 mm, with
an external 18 cm long wire antenna. Each transmitter was programmed to emit signals at
166.38MHz on a pulse duration of 5.3 s, from activation through the end of battery life
(approximately 170 days). In collaboration with the Motus Wildlife Tracking System, we
established an array of automated of sixteen radio telemetry towers positioned across a
greater than150 km section of the U.S. Atlantic coast from Cape Cod, MA to Long Island,
NY (see Fig. 1a). Each tower consisted of six Yagi antennas (Cushcraft PLC, 9-element Yagi
antenna), each having a horizontal plane beam-width of 35표 and whose main beams were
separated in bearing by 60표 and end-mounted in a radial configuration atop a 12.2m mast
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(see Fig. 1b). The antennas were connected via a coaxial cable to ports on a data logging
receiving unit (SRX600, Lotek Wireless) that ran continuously using two 12-V deep-cycle
batteries charged by a 120-Watt solar system.
Each receiving unit was programmed to automatically log several types of data from each
antenna, including: transmitter ID number, date, time (synchronized among all receivers
in network using Global Positioning System (GPS) clocks), antenna (defined by receiving
station and bearing), and power received (linear display scale: 0-255). The received time-
series power signal was sampled sequentially by each Yagi antenna of a tower, each with a
dwell time of 6.5 s (greater than the pulse duration). Thus the minimum separation between
two successive readings at any Yagi antena is 32.5 s. However, the time-series detection
data can be non-uniformly spaced as tagged individuals traverse regions of the antenna
beam from which signal strength is very low and not detected by the receivers.
We collected systematic calibration data of the reception pattern of the automated teleme-
try stations using a test transmitter attached to a partially frozen bird carcass that was sus-
pended from a kite and flown from the back of a boat [25]. During our calibration surveys,
the boat was traveled at a constant speed of approximately 10m/s and the transmitter flew
at an altitude of approximately 30m.
To estimate the bird location based on these measurements, we develop a state-space
based Kalman filtering technique, consisting of a system movement model and an observa-
tion model. The state-space modeling approach is similar to that employed by [26, 27], but
the movement model was extended to accommodate correlated vertical motion based on
a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model [28] in addition to having correlated motion in the transverse
plane, modeled by amodified Ornstein-Uhlenbeck velocity model [29]. Conditions required
for the dynamical system to be observable (uniquely solvable) are discussed. The observa-
tion model is further tailored to a Yagi antenna pattern conforming to the manufacturer’s
catalog data. We conducted calibrations of signal strength measurements of the receiver to
develop a linearized observation model that facilitates estimation by standard Kalman fil-
tering. We then test the validity of the Kalman filter model on a simulated trajectory, and
lastly apply the algorithm to predict the trajectory of a VHF-tagged shorebird tracked over
several hours by an automated radio telemetry array along the U.S Atlantic coast.
Our paper is organized as follows. The radio telemetry system is described in §2.1 and
challenges specific to measurement system are described in §2.2. The movement model in
the transverse plane and vertical direction are first developed in §2.3. The Yagi antenna pat-
tern used in the observation model is constructed in §2.4.1, and making use of calibrated
kite measurements, the receiver component governing signal gain is developed in §2.4.2.
The linearized observation model for estimation by standard Kalman filtering is then de-
veloped in §2.4.3 and the Kalman filter algorithm is presented in §2.5. The validity of the
models so developed is then tested in §3.1 on a controlled, synthetic bird trajectory. Finally,
in §3.2, the algorithm is applied to predict the migratory bird trajectory using measurements
gathered by our array of receivers.
2.2 Challenges and Observations
The sixteen towers that were erected in the Atlantic ocean region for the purpose of this
study are shown in Fig. 1a. Fig. 1b shows the typical set of 6 Yagi arrays erected at each
tower. Given the relatively small size of the nano-tag at the operating wavelength, it is
reasonable to first assume that the radio nano-tags have an omnidirectional pattern.
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(a) Study area map showing geometry of 16 track-
ing towers distributed along the U. S. Atlantic
Coast from Cape Cod, MA to Long Island, NY.
(b) A 12.2 m tower supporting six PLC-1669 Yagi arrays.
Figure 1: Deployment of towers and photograph of a tower antenna array. Each radial
line in the left figure represents the axis of a Yagi array. The array axes are separated by
60표 and the horizontal plane beamwidth is each array is 35표.
Our measurement system and received data are characterized by the following challenges
and observations which influence our model development:
1 Ch1: Simultaneous measurements over multiple towers were not available, thus pre-
cluding triangulation.
2 Ch2: The receiver records integer values in the range푍 ∈ (0, 255) based on the power
received on a decibel scale from proprietary coded signals.
3 Ch3: The power received at any given time is not explicitly dependent on the instan-
taneous speed of nano-tag. Thus bird speed cannot be directly inferred from power
measurements alone.
4 Ob1: When a signal is recorded by the receiver attached to a tower, it merely implies
that the bird is within its range. Here, we are trying, in addition, to estimate the loca-
tion of the bird in 3D space based on the intensity of the received signal. Assuming
identical tags, the power received depends in a complicated way on the combined
location coordinates of the moving transmitter and the radiation pattern of the Yagi
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array. The same signal power can be received from a multitude of locations even if
the transmitter remains in the main beam of the receiving antenna. There is a good
probability of even receiving the signals via the antenna side lobes and back lobe.
Thus the inversion of three spatial coordinates from a single power measurement is
necessarily non-unique.
5 Ob2: Signal was received over highly non-uniform time-intervals. The minimum sep-
aration between successive measurements at any tower was around 5 s. The maxi-
mum separation between successive observations could involve multiple towers and
exceeded over 12 hours in our case.
6 Ob3: It was observed experimentally that during certain times the bird was detected
via multiple beams and towers that were widely separated. This would be possible
if the bird were flying at high altitudes. So a dynamic height dependence must be
included in the theoretical models.
It might be tempting to consider a simple dynamic model consisting of three independent
local level [30] systems along the three spatial coordinates. However, a quick analysis will
reveal that it will render the system unobservable, thereby, resulting in highly ill-conditioned
inversions.Observabilitymeans that the state vector can be uniquely determined from finite
number of measurements [31]. One way to address the non-observability quandary is to
consider a first-order system with decay and select varying decay constants in the three-
spatial directions. In addition to suffering from anisotropic behavior in space, such a first
order system will result in very limited translational motion in space. We therefore consider
a first-order system of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type in which it is the speed variable (and
not the position variable) that driven by white noise. The corresponding displacement will
be equal to the time integral of speed and will consist of a correlated random walk with a
good component of drift. Our movement and observation models are characterized by the
following specific features:
1 For the sake of analysis, the bird is treated like a particle that is described by its three
spatial coordinates and any applicable speeds. The movement models in the trans-
verse (푥, 푦) plane and in the vertical coordinate, 푧, are different, somewhat mimicking
the true flight pattern of a shorebird. In particular, the model permits non-rectilinear
motion in the transverse plane and level motion with fluctuations in the vertical plane
such that altitude always remains above the mean sea level. Additionally, model pa-
rameters governing flight can be optimized to reflect either directed or highly irregular
movement.
2 In the transverse plane, the state space along each coordinate consists of location and
speed as state variables. In the vertical coordinate the state space consists of location
variable only.
3 The bird movement model has the required complexity to make all of state variables
almost observable despite the receiver power being dependent only on the location
coordinates as highlighted in observation 푂푏1. Making the system observable will
also address the challenge 퐶ℎ3 by coupling the speed variables implicitly to power
measurements.
4 The vertical coordinate comes into play both through the range (to tower) coordinate
as well as through the multipath phenomenon. Presence of multipath will account
for the height gain trend that is highlighted in observation푂푏3. To make the dynamic
modelmore physically reasonable wemake the transverse coordinates and the vertical
coordinate statistically correlated.
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5 The overall system has the parameters tuned such that the model is more-or-less
isotropic in the transverse plane. The resulting equations in the final discrete time
model are not subject to any approximations even for irregularly spaced measure-
ments in time.
6 A receiver model is constructed that directly relates the received power to the dis-
play reading 푍. This is based on non-linear least square fitting of calibration data.
This will address the challenge highlighted under 퐶ℎ2. Saturation at the upper end
caused by receiver non-linearity and at the lower end by receiver noise is accounted
for in the receiver model by the incorporation of a soft-limiter and measurement noise
respectively.
7 An analytical antenna pattern is synthesized thatmimics the radiation pattern supplied
by the manufacturer.
8 A non-linear observation model is constructed from an analytical antenna pattern
function, range, height-gain factor and the receiver model as determined in item (6)
above.
9 Non-linear Kalman filtering technique [32] is utilized to determine the mean trajec-
tory of the bird based on the system model assumed and conditioned by the measure-
ments.
10 When large time gaps in the received data are encountered, the model is initialized
again with the initial coordinates for the new run set such that they are closest to the
most recently determined mean coordinates. The overall mean trajectory is sensitive
to the initial coordinates assigned to the model as well as to the strategy employed
for handling large time gaps. In coming up with schemes for dealing with large time
gaps, we keep in mind the absolute maximum speed that the bird can fly to narrow
down on the many possibilities.
2.3 Correlated Motion Model
The dynamical variables in the transverse plane are the particle position, (푥(푡), 푦(푡)), and
the corresponding instantaneous velocity components (푣푥(푡), 푣푦(푡)), whereas in the vertical
plane the dynamical variable is 푥푧(푡) such that the altitude coordinate is 푧(푡) = 푥2푧(푡) > 0.We
denote time derivative by an over-dot on the variable. The equations of motion are governed
by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process [29], [33] without drift in the transverse plane and
by the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model [28] in the vertical direction:
푥̇(푡) = 푣푥(푡) (1)
푣̇푥(푡) = −훽푥푣푥(푡) + 휎푥푥푊푥(푡) + 휎푥푦푊푦(푡) (2)
푦̇(푡) = 푣푦(푡) (3)
푣̇푦(푡) = −훽푦푣푦(푡) + 휎푦푥푊푥(푡) + 휎푦푦푊푦(푡) (4)
푥̇푧(푡) = −훽푧푥푧(푡) + 휎푧푥푊푥(푡) + 휎푧푦푊푦(푡) + 휎푧푧푊푧(푡), (5)
where (훽푥, 훽푦, 훽푧) are positive real constants with units of [푠−1], which determine the decay
of (푣푥(푡), 푣푦(푡), 푥푧(푡)),푊푥(푡),푊푦(푡) and푊푧(푡) are white Gaussian noise processes[34] with
the property that 피[푊푥(푡)] = 0,피[푊푥(푡1)푊푥(푡2)] = 훿(푡2 − 푡1), 훿(⋅) being the Dirac delta
function and likewise for 푊푦(푡), and 푊푧(푡), 휎푥푥, 휎푦푦, 휎푧푧 are positive constants with units
[ms−3∕2] that determine the variances of white noise and 휎푥푦, 휎푦푥, 휎푧푥, 휎푧푦 are real constants
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that determine the correlation between 푣푥, 푣푦 and 푥푧. It is assumed that the noise processes
푊푥(푡) and푊푦(푡) driving the two Cartesian components are independent of each other and
are also independent of푊푧(푡). The operation피(⋅) denotes ensemble average andwill involve
all stochastic quantities. The first order equation (2) satisfied by the velocity variable 푣푥(푡)
with a decay constant 훽푥 and driven by random forces 휎푥푥푊푥(푡) and 휎푥푦푊푦(푡) is simply a
statement of Newton’s force law. It is possible to incorporate environmental covariates such
as wind speed and direction [26] into the present movement model by way of introducing
potentials and the corresponding external forces[1] into the right hand side of (2). However,
wewill not consider external forces here. The first equation (1) relates the time rate of change
of position to velocity. A fixed point of the system in the absence of noise is obtained by
setting all time derivatives to zero. In the 푥-coordinate this results in (푥(푡), 푣푥(푡)) = (푐, 0)
for the model above, where 푐 is a constant. Fixed points are points of stagnation in the sense
that if the state trajectory reaches it at some instant of time, it will remain there for all future
times in the absence of noise. In an ordinary OU process a constant term 훽푥훾0 is also added
to the right hand side of the velocity equation (2). In that case the velocity settles around
푣푥 = 훾0 and the position will asymptotically reach 훾0푡 in the absence of noise. Consequently,
the transverse trajectories will tend be rectilinear in an ordinary OU process in the absence
of noise. To remove this unwanted bias and to model non-directed movement, we assume
훾0 = 0 here. For simplicity of notation, we will omit the argument 푡 from all quantities
when there is no danger of confusion. Using Itô’s formula [35], [36] it can be shown that
the altitude satisfies the non-linear dynamical equation
푧̇(푡) = −2훽푧푧(푡) + 2
√
푧(푡)[휎푧푥푊푥(푡) + 휎푧푦푊푦(푡) + 휎푧푧푊푧(푡)]
+ (휎2푧푥 + 휎
2
푧푦 + 휎
2
푧푧). (6)
In mathematical finance, a model such as this is referred to as the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model
[28] that describes the evolution of interest rates (assuming they are > 0) over time. The
fixed point for altitude is 푧(∞) = (휎2푧푥 + 휎2푧푦 + 휎2푧푧)∕2훽푧 =∶ 푧∞. Figure 2 shows a sample
evolution of the altitude 푧(푡) for 휎푧푧 = 0.02m1∕2s−1∕2, 푧(0) = 14.72m and 푧(∞) = 30m. It
is seen that the model permits fine-scale variation in altitude to capture the altitude variation
of birds in flight. Because of the non-linearity present in (6), fluctuations in the height vari-
able 푧(푡) will be more correlated than those of the intermediate variable 푥푧(푡). To maintain
isotropy of coupling between 푧 to 푥 and 푧 to 푦 we choose 휎푧푥 = 휎푧푦. Denoting the state
vector 풑 = [푥, 푣푥, 푦, 푣푦, 푥푧]′, where a prime denotes matrix transpose and the noise vector
by 풘 = [푊푥,푊푦,푊푧]′, the dynamical equations can be written in a matrix form as
풑̇ = 퐓풑 + 퐁풘, (7)
where the block-diagonal system matrix 퐓 is
퐓 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1
0 −훽푥
0 1
0 −훽푦
−훽푧
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(8)
[1]For a particle of mass 푚 with the potential energy, 푈푃 (푥; 푡), the force per unit mass arising from the potential is
- 1푚
휕푈푃
휕푥 .
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t [m]
z [
m
]
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
5
10
15
20
z(0) = zT, σzz = 0.02, σzx = σzy = 0.5σzz
σ = 0.25, σxy = -σyx = 0.25σ
βx = 2.5 x 10-4, βy = 2.25 x 10-4, βz = 10-5
Figure 2: Sample instantaneous vertical coordinate over a 60minute time period in the
presence of system noise. 푧푇 = 14.72m.
and the noise coefficient matrix 퐁 is
퐁 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
휎푥푥 휎푥푦 0
0 0 0
휎푦푥 휎푦푦 0
휎푧푥 휎푧푦 휎푧푧
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (9)
The parameters contained in the system are [훽푥, 휎푥푥, 훽푦, 휎푦푦, 훽푧, 휎푧푧, 휎푥푦, 휎푦푥, 휎푧푥, 휎푧푦] and
are ten in number. Equation (7) represents a linear time-invariant (LTI) system driven by
random white Gaussian noise. Even though only the velocity components of the state vec-
tor and 푥푧 are directly driven by noise, the noise gets coupled to the other component by
virtue of the system matrix 퐓 being non-diagonal. However, because of linearity and time-
invariance of the system, it can be shown that the noise present in the components remains
white Gaussian, albeit correlated. System (7) can be solved by employing techniques of
stochastic calculus [36] or by using the traditional concept of transition matrix and Laplace
transforms [37], [31]. Using any of these approaches, a recursive solution to (7) can be
obtained as
풑(푡푖 + Δ푖) = 푒퐓Δ푖풑(푡푖) + 흂푖 (10)
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where
푒퐓푡 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 휇푥(푡)
0 휆푥(푡)
1 휇푦(푡)
0 휆푦(푡)
휆푧(푡)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (11)
where 휆푘(푡) = exp(−훽푘푡), 휇푘(푡) = (1 − 휆푘)∕훽푘, 푘 = 푥, 푦, 푧 and 흂푖 is a zero mean, white
Gaussian random vector with a covariance matrix 푸푖:
푸푖 = 피(흂푖흂′푗) = 훿
푗
푖
Δ푖
∫
0
푒퐓(Δ푖−휏푖)퐁퐈3퐁′푒퐓
′(Δ푖−휏푖) 푑휏푖 (12)
where 훿푗푖 is the Kronecker’s delta and 퐈3 is an identity matrix of size 3. Note that 휇푘(푡)→ 푡
and 휆푘(푡) = 1 as 훽푘 → 0, 푘 = 푥, 푦, 푧. It is also clear that 푸푖 is a Hermitian matrix, viz.,
푸푖(푛, 푚) =
[
푸푖(푚, 푛)
]∗, where superscript * denotes complex conjugation. The entries of
the matrix 푄푖 can be easily found as the integrals involved are elementary. For instance,
푄푖(1, 1) =
푎[Δ푖 − 2휇푥(Δ푖)]
훽2푥
+
푄푖(2, 2)]
훽2푥
; 푄푖(2, 2) =
푎[1 − 휆2푥(Δ푖)]
2훽푥
, (13)
where 푎 = 휎2푥푥 + 휎2푥푦. Equation (10) determines the state vector at time 푡푖 + Δ푖 given the
state vector and the stochastic input 흂푖 at time 푡푖. It is an exact equation in the sense that
it is not subject to any discretization error and does not require the time increment Δ푖 to
be uniform. To gain some insight into the parameters 휎푥푥, 휎푥푦 and 훽푥, let us consider the
recursive solution of the velocity equation (2):
푣푥(푡푖 + Δ푖) = 푣푥(푡푖)푒−훽푥Δ푖 +
√
푄푖(2, 2) (0, 1), (14)
where (0, 1) is a normal random variable.
For 훽푥Δ푖 ≪ 1, 푄푖(2, 2) ∼ 푎Δ푖 and
푣푥(푡푖 + Δ푖) ≈ 푣푥(푡푖) +
√
푄푖(2, 2) (0, 1). (15)
In this case, the updated velocity is relatively independent of the parameter 훽푥 and jumps
from its previous value by a Gaussian random variable of standard deviation √푎Δ푖. This
regimewill lead to substantial displacements (integral of velocity) andmay be a good choice
for describing migration type of bahavior.
On the other hand for 훽푥Δ푖 ≫ 1, 푣푥(푡푖) = 푂(1) and 푎∕훽푥 ≥ 1, we have
푣푥(푡푖 + Δ푖) ≈
√
푎
2훽푥
 (0, 1). (16)
In this case the updated velocity is independent of the previous velocity and is mostly de-
termined by random fluctuations and the parameter 훽푥. As a result the displacement here
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will be small and this choice may be most suitable for describing nesting type of behavior.
Here we may think of Δ푖 = 1∕훽푥 as the correlation time for the velocity component 푣푥. For
instance, when 훽푥 = 2.5 × 10−4 [s−1] the correlation time for velocity is about 1.1 hour.
Similar conclusions may be drawn for 훽푧, 휎푧푧, 휎푧푥 = 휎푧푦 by noting from (5) that
푥푧(푡푖 + Δ푖) = 푥푧(푡푖) 푒−훽푧Δ푖 +
√
푄푖(5, 5) (0, 1), 푄푖(5, 5) = [1 − 휆2푧(Δ푖)] 푧∞, (17)
where 푧∞ is defined after (6).
It is desirable to keep the pairs (훽푥, 휎푥푥) and (훽푦, 휎푦푦) close to each other and choose
휎푥푦, 휎푦푥 appropriately so as to maintain isotropy of motion. To understand this, let the polar
coordinates corresponding to (푣푥(푡), 푣푦(푡)) be (푣(푡), 휃(푡)). Using 푣푥(푡) = 푣(푡) cos 휃(푡), 푣푦(푡) =
푣(푡) sin 휃(푡), it is easy to see that[
푣̇
푣휃̇
]
=
[
cos 휃(푡) sin 휃(푡)
− sin 휃(푡) cos 휃(푡)
]{[
−훽푥 0
0 −훽푦
][
푣푥
푣푦
]
+
[
휎푥푥 휎푥푦
휎푦푥 휎푦푦
][
푊푥(푡)
푊푦(푡)
]}
=∶
[
cos 휃(푡) sin 휃(푡)
− sin 휃(푡) cos 휃(푡)
][
−훽푥 0
0 −훽푦
][
푣푥
푣푦
]
+
[
푁1(푡)
푁2(푡)
]
(18)
which represents a non-linear and a time-varying system. For any finite-bandwidth phys-
ical system driven by white noise 푊 (푡), the system response function 푓 (푡) is assumed to
lag the white noise by an infinitesimal time interval [36][2]. Consequently, 피[푓 (푡)푊 (푡)] =
피[푓 (푡)|푊 (푡)]피[푊 (푡)] = 0. Hence it is easy to see that 피[푁푖(푡)] = 0, 푖 = 1, 2 because
휃(푡) is considered as a response function to 푊푥(푡) and 푊푦(푡). For isotropy we require the
variance of fluctuations in the radial velocity component to be independent of 휃(푡). It is easy
to see that this will be accomplished when 휎푥푥 = 휎푦푦 =∶ 휎 and 휎푦푥 = −휎푥푦. Fig. 3 shows
a sample trajectory in the transverse plane with parameters as shown in the figure. Time is
indicated as color on the trajectory. For the parameters chosen, the velocities remain in the
range |푣푥|, |푣푦| < 13ms−1 and show a behavior described by the regime in (15). It also seen
that the position has a drift and is much more correlated in time than the velocity.
2.4 Observation Model
In this section we will first present a model that will express the power received in terms of
the Cartesian coordinates of the tower (푥푇 , 푦푇 ,퐻푇 ) and of the bird (푥, 푦, 푧). It is known that
the Lotek SRX600 receiving unit displays and outputs integer values 푍 ∈ (0, 255) that are
proportional to the power received on a dBm (dBm = 10 log(power in milliwatts)) scale.
Keeping this in mind we will then outline a procedure that will determine the constants
involved and develop an observation model in terms of the state variables. Finally we will
linearize the observation model that will permit application of the extended Kalman filter
algorithm.
[2]This, indeed, forms the basis of Itô calculus.
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(b) Instantaneous position
Figure 3: Sample instantaneous velocity and instantaneous position in the transverse
plane in the presence of system noise.
2.4.1 Yagi Array Pattern Model
For subsequent analysis, it is required to have knowledge of the radiation pattern of the Yagi
antenna. Even though the radiation pattern values could be read off from the manufacturer
data sheets, it is highly desirable to have an analytical form that will facilitate taking various
gradients of the field strength later. The driven and the parasitic elements of the Yagi array
all had a length, 퓁, of around half a wavelength (free-space wavelength 휆0 ≈ 1.8m) and
an overall array length of about 3.5m. The array has an absolute gain of around 11.1 dB
(decibels) and a font-to-back ratio of 20 dB [38]. If the main beam of the Yagi points in an
azimuthal direction 휙푇 in a tower translated local coordinate system and (푟, 휙) are the polar
coordinates of the point (푥, 푦) relative to the (푥푇 , 푦푇 ): 푥 − 푥푇 = 푟 cos휙, 푦 − 푦푇 = 푟 sin휙,
then the angle휓 made by the point (푥, 푦) relative to the main beam is휓 = 휙−휙푇 , Figure 4a.
The direct line-of-sight distance between the tower and the bird is 푅 =√푟2 + (푧 −퐻푇 )2.
For the purpose of developing the observation model, the array factor here is treated as
arising from a continuous line source of effective length퐿푒 with uniform amplitude distribu-
tion and Hansen-Woodyard phase distribution [39]. In the (푥푘, 푦푘)-plane, the 휓-component
of the far-zone radiated electric field is given by
퐸휓 = 퐸0
푒−푗푘0푅
푅
cos
(
휋
2 sin휓
)
cos휓
sin(푝 + 푞 cos휓)
(푝 + 푞 cos휓)
(19)
=∶ 퐸0
푒−푗푘0푅
푅
푔(휓), (20)
where 퐸0 is a constant, 푗 =
√
−1, 푝 = 훽0퐿푒∕2, 푞 = 푘0퐿푒∕2, 푘0 = 2휋∕휆0, and the
phase per unit length 훽0 = −(푘0+2.94∕퐿푒) for the Hansen-Woodyard condition. Choosing
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(a) Geometry of the Yagi array.
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(b) Normalized E-plane pattern (solid line).
Figure 4: Yagi antenna used in the receiver and its representative pattern in the horizon-
tal (푥푦) plane.
퐿푒 = 4.6m yields a beamwidth of 35.8표 and a front-back ratio of 22 dB, which are close
to the values specified in the data sheets. The normalized field pattern |푔(휓)| versus 휓 is
shown as solid line in Fig. 4b and closelymatches themanufacturer’s pattern data despite the
increased model length of 퐿푒 = 4.6m versus the actual array physical length of 퐿 = 3.5m.
For subsequent analysis we write the power gain of the Yagi antenna as퐺0푔2(휓), where퐺0
is some constant.
In the presence of multipath, equation (19) must be modified. If the signal arrives via
two paths–one along a direct path between the transmitter and receiver having a path length
푅1 = 푅, and an equally strong second one via ground reflection having a path length 푅2 =
푅 + Δ푅 and reflection coefficient Γ–then the received electric field is [40]
퐸휓 ≈ 퐸0
푒−푗푘0푅
푅
푔(휓)
[
1 + Γ푒푗푘0Δ푅
]
. (21)
It is assumed in the above equation that both rays arrive in a direction close to the main
beam in the elevation plane so that all of the 푧-dependence is contained in 푅 and Δ푅 only.
2.4.2 Receiver Model
It was observed experimentally that during certain times the bird was detected via multiple
beams and towers that were widely separated. This would be possible if the bird flies at
high altitudes where there is substantial height gain associated with large ranges. A height
gain will be apparent when there is (i) a line-of-sight signal between the tower and the
bird and (ii) a ground reflected signal arriving from low grazing angles [40] with Γ ≈ −1.
The appropriate expression for the received electric field in this situation is (21) which will
result in a height gain factor. If the gain and transmitted power of the radio tag are 푃푡 and퐺푡,
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respectively, then the received signal using the two ray model for horizontal polarizations
in the absence of noise is [40]
푃푟 ≈
푃푡퐺푡퐺0휆20푔
2(휓)
(2휋푅)2
sin2
(
푘0퐻푇 푧
푅
)
=∶ 퐾푎
푔2(휓)
푘20푅
2
sin2
(
푘0퐻푇 푧
푅
)
=∶ 퐾푎휉2, (22)
where퐾푎 = 푃푡퐺푡퐺0 that depends on the radio tag EIRP (Effective Isotropic Radiated Power
= 푃푡퐺푡) and the receiving antenna gain factor 퐺0. The factor in (22) involving the sine
function is the height gain factor, which increases monotonically with bird height until the
argument becomes equal to 휋∕2. For most cases encountered in practice the argument of
the sine function will be less than 휋∕2. As an example if 푅 = 2 km, 푧 = 30m,퐻푇 = 15m
the argument is 0.784. For a given range, the height at which the argument reaches 휋∕2 is
equal to 푧max = 휆0푅∕4퐻푇 . When 푅 = 1 km and receiver height퐻푇 = 30m, 푧max = 15m.
As stated previously, the SRX 600 receiver displays the signal strength, 푍, using one-
byte (i.e., displays integers 푍 ∈ [0, 255]) with a scale monotonically proportional to the
logarithm of the power received. At the low end, the received signal will be corrupted by
receiver noise which will cause the display value not go down below certain minimum푍푚.
At the upper end the receiver is designed to saturate causing the display not to exceed a
maximum value, 푍푀 . The range of recorded display values will accordingly fall within
the range 0 ≤ 푍푚 ≤ 푍 ≤ 푍푀 ≤ 255. If the minimum receiver power (equal to the
receiver noise power) is 푃푚 = 퐾푎푃0, the mean received power in the presence of noise is
푃푟 = 퐾푎(휉2 + 푃0). We model the receiver non-linearity by employing a soft limiter and
express the limiter modified measurement, , as
 = tanh−1
(
푍 −푍푚
푍푀 −푍푚
)
∝ 10
[
log(푃푟) − log(푃푚)
]
= 10푏1 log
(
퐾푎(휉2 + 푃0)
퐾푎푃0
)
=∶ 푏 ln
(
휉2
푃0
+ 1
)
(23)
where the function tanh−1 is included for soft-limiting, 푏1 is the constant of proportionality
and 푏 = 10푏1 log(푒). Equation (23) may be rewritten in a simplified form as
푍 = 푍푚 + (푍푀 −푍푚)
(휉2 + 푃0)2푏 − 푃 2푏0
(휉2 + 푃0)2푏 + 푃 2푏0
(24)
The inverse relation between 휉 and 푍 is easily obtained from (24) as
휉2 = 푃0
⎡⎢⎢⎣
(
푍푀 − 2푍푚 +푍
푍푀 −푍
) 1
2푏
− 1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (25)
Given reference measurements (휉푖,푖), 푖 = 1,…푁 with known locations of the radio tag,
the constants 푏 and 푃0 may be estimated by performing non-linear least square fitting. For
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a given 푃0 the constant 푏 is equal to
푏 =
∑
푖
푖 ln
(
휉2푖
푃0
+ 1
)
∑
푖
[
ln
(
휉2푖
푃0
+ 1
)]2 . (26)
The constant 푃0 is then found by minimizing the mean square error between the model
prediction and actual data.We conducted reference measurements using a radio tag attached
to a kite that was, in turn, attached to a boat whose coordinates were recorded using GPS
signals. The boat was made to travel along a straight line in the direction of the main beam
of a known tower antenna (MNYN, Fig.1a). The kite heights were approximately 100 ft
and 200 ft along the two tracks. Signal from the 100 ft kite was measured by Southwest
beam (beam-5) and that from the 200 ft kite was measured by the Northwest beam (beam-
6). From the recorder time series signals we estimate the constants as 푏 = 0.3013, 푃0 =
4.8916×10−11. The value for푃0 agreeswith the estimate 푃̃0 = 푘푇0퐵퐹∕퐾푎 based on thermal
noise present in the receiver, where 푘 is the Boltzmann’s constant, 푇0 is room temperature,
퐵 is receiver bandwidth, and 퐹 is its noise figure. For a radio tag with an EIRP of 0.1mW
and a Yagi array with a gain of 퐺0 = 10, we get 푃̃0 = 2 × 10−11 when 푇0 = 290표 K,
퐵 = 1MHz, and 퐹 = 5. When 휉2 = 푃0, equation (24) gives 푍 = 0.7941푍푚 + 0.2059푍푀 ,
which for 푍푚 = 0, 푍푀 yields 푍 = 52.5. So when the received power equals the noise
power generated within the receiver, the display on Lotek SRX600 receiver is predicted to
be 52.5. For received signal levels below the noise level, the display values below 52.5 will
be unsteady and corrupted by noise.
2.4.3 Linearalized Observation Model
The instantaneous received power in the presence of noise is represented as
푃 (풑, 휇) = (휉 +
√
푃 0휇)2 = 휉2 + 2휉
√
푃 0휇 + 푃0휇2, (27)
where 휇 is a normal random variable that is statistically independent of the measurement 휉.
Clearly, the instantaneous power depends on the location coordinates (푥, 푦, 푧) and noise in
a highly non-linear fashion. The mean received power is equal to 푃̄ = 피(푃 ) = 휉2 +푃0 > 0.
The variance of the received power is 푅̃(휉) = 피[(푃 − 푃̄ )2] = 4휉2푃0 + 2푃 20 . The mean and
the variance are both seen to depend non-linearly on the state vector and it is necessary to
linearize the observation equation about a nominal trajectory (풑, 휇) = (풑̃, 0) before applying
the standard Kalman filtering[3] technique. Recall that
푟2 = (푥 − 푥푇 )2 + (푦 − 푦푇 )2 푅2 = 푟2 + (푧 −퐻푇 )2 (28)
휓 = 휙 − 휙푇 tan휙 =
푦 − 푦푇
푥 − 푥푇
(29)
휕휓
휕푦
=
푥 − 푥푇
푟2
, 휕
휕푥푧
= 2푥푧
휕
휕푧
휕휓
휕푥
= −
푦 − 푦푇
푟2
(30)
[3]The standard Kalman filter algorithm applies when both the system model and the observation model are linear
in the state-space vector 풑. However, when either one of the system or observation models is nonlinear in 풑, the
model must first be linearized about a nominal trajectory and then the linear algorithm can be applied. This is
known as the extended Kalman filter.
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Expanding 푃 in a Taylor’s series about a nominal trajectory (풑̃, 0) and keeping only the
linear terms in 풑 and noise (which is now labeled as 휁 ) yields
푃 (풑, 휁) ≈ 퐇(풑̃)풑 + 푑 + 휁 =∶ 푌 (풑) (31)
where 푑 = ℎ(풑̃) − 퐇(풑̃)풑̃, ℎ(풑̃) = 휉̃2 + 푃0, 휉̃ = 휉(풑̃), 휁 =
√
푅̃(휉̃) (0, 1),  (0, 1) being
the normal random variable, 퐇(풑̃) is the 1 × 5 measurement row vector equal to
퐇(풑̃) = 2휉̃
(
휕휉
휕푥
, 0, 휕휉
휕푦
, 0, 휕휉
휕푥푧
) ||||풑̃. (32)
2.5 Location Tracking by Kalman Filtering
Given the system model, (10), the observation model (31), a set of measurements 푌푖 =
푌 [풑(푡푖)], 푖 = 1, 2,…, system and observation noise covariance parameters 휎푥푥, 휎푦푦,
휎푧푧, 휎푥푦, 휎푦푥, 휎푧푥, 휎푧푦 and 푃0, the conditional mean of bird location can be estimated by
using the extended Kalman filtering technique as it evolves in time. What are recorded by
the measurement system are the corrupted (bymeasurement noise) signal powers associated
with a particular bird trajectory. The estimated mean bird trajectory will be dictated both by
the system model and the measurements available. As a byproduct the variances associated
with the mean trajectory are also calculated by the Kalman filter. For LTI systems operating
in the presence of Gaussian noise, the Kalman filter gives the best estimate based on the
current measurement. The following notation is first introduced:
풑̂−푖 = 피[풑푖|푌1, 푌2,… , 푌푖−1], a priori estimate of 풑푖,
풑̂+푖 = 피[풑푖|푌1, 푌2,… , 푌푖], a posteriori estimate of 풑푖
푷 −푖 = 피[(풑푖 − 풑̂
−
푖 )(풑푖 − 풑̂
−
푖 )
′]
(covariance of estimation error of 풑̂−푖 )
푷 +푖 = 피[(풑푖 − 풑̂
+
푖 )(풑푖 − 풑̂
+
푖 )
′]
(covariance of estimation error of 풑̂+푖 )
푅푖 = covariance of measurement error
풑̂+0 = 피[풑ퟎ], 푷
+
0 = 피[(풑0 − 풑̂
+
0 )(풑0 − 풑̂
+
0 )
′]
The nominal trajectory for linearizing the measurement equation is chosen to be 풑̃ = 풑̂−푖 so
that 퐇푖 ∶= 퐇(풑̂−푖 ), 푑푖 ∶= ℎ(풑̂−푖 ) − 퐇푖풑̂−푖 . The discrete-time extended Kalman filter, [32],
[30] is given by the following equations, which are computed for each time step 푖 = 1, 2,…:
풑̂−푖 = 퐓푖−1풑̂
+
푖−1 (33)
푣푖 = 푌푖 −퐇푖풑̂−푖 − 푑푖 = 푌푖 − ℎ(풑̂
−
푖 ) (34)
푷 −푖 = 퐓푖−1푷
+
푖−1퐓
′
푖−1 +푸푖−1 (35)
퐹푖 = 퐇푖푷 −푖 퐇
′
푖 + 푅푖 (36)
풌푖 = 푷 −푖 퐇
′
푖퐹
−1
푖 (37)
풑̂+푖 = 풑̂
−
푖 + 풌푖푣푖 (38)
푷 +푖 = (푰 − 풌푖퐇푖)푷
−
푖 . (39)
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It is important to note that when the measurement noise is very high, 퐹푖 → 푅푖 and the
norm of the Kalman gain vector ‖풌푖‖→ 0. Consequently, 풑̂+푖 → 풑̂−푖 , meaning that the mean
trajectory is governed primarily by the ‘predictor’ part of the Kalman filter or, equivalently,
by the noise-free system model (33). On the other hand, when the system noise is very high,
푷 −푖 → 푸푖−1, 퐹푖 → 퐇푖푸푖−1퐇′푖 and the ‘corrector’ part of the Kalman filter (38) will also
gain prominence.
For the Kalman filter to estimate the states effectively, the system must be observ-
able. Observability depends on the system coefficient matrix 퐓푖 and the measurement ma-
trix 퐇푖. For an LTI system to be completely observable, the 5 × 5 observability matrix
푺 = [퐇푖,퐇푖퐓푖,퐇푖퐓2푖 ,퐇푖퐓
3
푖 ,퐇푖퐓
4
푖 ]
′ must be full rank [41]. However, given that the sys-
tem models along the three spatial coordinates are uncoupled and power measurements are
independent of the individual’s speed, the observability matrix can at best have a rank of
4 in our case. So that the system is almost observable (with a degree of observability of
4) we have to choose the system parameters such that rank of 푺 does not fall below 4. A
necessary condition for the rank to be at least 4 with |휕휉∕휕푥|, |휕휉∕휕푦|, |휕휉∕휕푥푧| ≠ 0 is
that 훽푥 ≠ 훽푦 ≠ 훽푧. Hence isotropy must be sacrificed in order to meet the observability
condition. We choose 훽푥 ≈ 훽푦 ≠ 훽푧 to meet the almost observability condition.
The more complete dynamic prediction that is achieved through the proposed dynami-
cal model and Kalman filtering may be contrasted with the static prediction of the triplet
(푟, 휓, 푧) by directly inverting equation (22) without recourse to any dynamic system. For a
given value of measured signal 푍, we have from (22) in a noise-free environment that
(푘0푅)2
sin2
(
푘0퐻푇 푧
푅
) = 푔2(휓)
휉2
. (40)
It is apparent from (40) that a multitude of (푟, 휓, 푧) combinations can give rise to the same
value of 휉 (and hence 푍) as we have observed in 푂푏1. For bird and tower heights much
smaller than the horizontal bird range 푟 to tower, 푘0퐻푇 푧 ≪ 푅, we have the approximation
푅2 = (푥−푥푇 )2+(푦−푦푇 )2+(푧−퐻푇 )2 ≈ (푥−푥푇 )2+(푦−푦푇 )2 = 푟2 and sin(푘0퐻푇 푧∕푅) ≈
푘0퐻푇 푧∕푟 in (40), thus resulting in
푟2 ≈
퐻푇 푧|휉| |푔(휓)|. (41)
Hence the range squared determined for any given measurement follows the shape of the
field radiation pattern of the Yagi array. The dot-dashed line in Fig. 4b shows 푟2 normalized
to its maximum possible value, 푟2max for a given measurement |휉| and bird height 푧. Thus
a given measurement value could arise from a nano-tag located at large ranges within the
3 dB beam width of the array or from relatively shorter ranges located along the side lobes
or back lobe of the array. Note also that the range scales as√|푔(휓)|. So the same signal can
be received from a bird that is, say, at 6 km along the main beam or at 1.1 km along a−15 dB
sidelobe or at 600m along a−20 dB back lobe. These numbers are representative of our Yagi
array whose pattern is shown in Fig. 4b. However, if the height 푧 and bearing 휙 of the bird
are both known by some other means, then equation (41) can be used to uniquely determine
the range to a measuring tower. Equation (41) also shows that for a given measurement
푍, longer ranges to the tower are possible if the bird flies at higher altitudes as we have
indicated in 푂푏3.
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Under the assumption that the signals arrive primarily through the main beam of the
receive array so that 푔(휓) ≈ 푔(0), we get
푟2
푧
=
퐻푇 |푔(0)||휉| = 퐻푇|휉| sin(푝 + 푞)(푝 + 푞) , 푘0퐻푇 푧 ≪ 푟, |휓| < Θ, (42)
where Θ is the half-power angle of the receiving antenna. (For the Yagi antenna used in our
measurements sin(푝+ 푞)∕(푝+ 푞) = 0.6768.). Equation (42) constitutes what we label as the
static model.
3 Results
3.1 Validation Using Simulated Bird Trajectory
Assuming tower coordinates of 푥푇 = 417768 and 푦푇 = 4606808 (coordinate system UTM
Zone 19N, units in m) we generated a simulated trajectory using equations (10) for a bird
starting at 푥 = 푥푇 + 200, 푦 = 푦푇 + 200 with velocity components 푣푥(0) = 2
√
2, 푣푦(0) =
2
√
2 and an initial height of 푧(0) = 14.72m (equal to the tower height above sea level).
Locations were simulated every 6 seconds (equivalent to the burst rate interval of the nano-
tag transmitter) for a total of 1,200 seconds. Then with the assumed tower coordinates and
choosing the appropriate beam, we calculate the horizontal distance, height and bearing.
The corresponding values of푍 and 푌 are calculated using (22), (23) and (24). In the Kalman
filter estimation, we have excluded points that produce the display values 푍 < 22 which
correspond to received signal-to-noise ratio of less than −4.7 dB. The selected values are
then input to theKalman filter and state vector estimated for each instant of time. Fig 5 shows
the comparison between the estimated trajectory and the actual trajectory in both planes.
It is to be noted that the conditional mean trajectory estimated by the Kalman filter is not
expected to exactly follow the actual trajectory, which is all but one realization of a whole
ensemble of possible trajectories. However, the predicted trajectory is seen to capture the
long term trends quite well including turnings in the horizontal plane even though the range
at end of the interval falls short by about 1.6 km. For the predicted trajectory we calculate
the display values as computed from (24) and compare them to the actual Z-values in Fig.6.
It is again seen that the display values follow the trends very well.
3.2 Estimated Trajectory for a Migrating Piping Plover
We next apply the algorithm to predict the location of an adult Piping Plover (Charadrius
melodus) that was tracked using multiple beams/towers during its migratory departure from
the breeding grounds Fig. 1a. The Piping Plover was captured during the incubation period
using a walk-in trap [42] at its nest on Aquidneck Island, Rhode Island, USA. The plover
was fitted with a nano-tag that was attached to its inter-scapular region using epoxy. Signals
from the bird arrived at the towers at highly irregular intervals interspersed with several
large gaps.We will show the predictions carried out over one large subinterval during which
the bird was thought migrating in a southwest direction. The radio tag on the bird was
detected by several towers that included SACH, TRUS, NAPA, BISE, PLIS, and MNTK
(see Fig. 1a). Several hours later it was detected in New Jersey by a tracking station on the
Motus network (www.motus.org). As remarked earlier, numerous trajectories can all lead
to the same set of measurements. Because tracking is recursive in nature and is intimately
tied to the initial state, some strategy must be employed to narrow down on the number of
possible trajectories. Different strategies will lead to different estimated trajectories because
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Figure 5: Comparison between estimated and actual locations for a simulated traject-
ory. Distances shown are relative to tower coordinates (푥푇 , 푦푇 , 0). The various paramet-
ers used in the simulation were 훽푥 = 2.5 × 10−4, 훽푦 = 2.25 × 10−4, 훽푧 = 1 × 10−5,
휎푥푥 = 0.25 = 휎푦푦, 휎푧푧 = 0.02, 휎푥푦 = 0.25휎푥푥 = −휎푦푥, 휎푧푥 = 0.5휎푧푦 = 0.2휎푧푧.
of the non-uniqueness of the problem at hand. In the results we show, we have employed
the following assumptions and strategies:
1 An initial height 푧0 is chosen based on previous or expert knowledge.
2 The system parameters 훽푥, 훽푦, 훽푧, 휎푥푥 = 휎푦푦, 휎푥푦 = −휎푦푥, 휎푧푧, 휎푧푥 = 휎푧푦 are chosen
based on a trail and error basis. From isotropy and observability criteria 훽푦 ≃ 훽푥. Our
numerical trials have indicated that a good rule of thumb for modeling migratory
type of behavior is 10−5[s−1] ≤ 훽푥, 훽푦 ≤ 10−3[s−1]. From (15) it is seen that the
condition 훽푥Δ푖 ≪ 1 is satisfied as long as the maximum time gap between successive
data arrivals at an antenna satisfies Δ푖 ≤ 100 s. For a reasonable random change in
speed of about 1m/s between successive data observations in the transverse plane,
the noise parameters may be chosen according to √푎Δ푖 ≃ 1 following (15). For
example with 휎푥푦 = 0.5휎푥푥, Δ푖 = 80 s, one gets the values 휎푥푥 ≃ 0.1 [ms−3∕2] and
휎푥푦 = 0.05 [ms−3∕2]. Similar order of values for 훽푧, 휎푧푧, and 휎푧푥 also implied from
(17).
3 A maximum possible radial speed 푣max for the bird is specified.
4 An initial covariance matrix 푷 +0 is chosen. A reasonable choice is to choose 퐏0 to bediagonal with entries proportional to the uncertainties of the state vector. For example,
we chose 푃0(1, 1) = 10, 푃0(2, 2) = 10, 푃0(3, 3) = 10, 푃0(4, 4) = 10, 푃0(5, 5) = 100
here.
5 The initial state is determined by considering the first two measurement points 휉0, 휉1
recorded at times 푡0, 푡0+Δ푡, respectively. The sets of all possible (푥0, 푦0, 푧0), (푥1, 푦1, 푧0)
are determined by inverting the non-linear equation (40) with 휉 = 휉0, 휉1, respec-
tively.We narrow the sets by imposing the constraint√(푥1 − 푥0)2 + (푦1 − 푦0)2∕Δ푡 ≤
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Figure 6: Calculated display values of received signal strength 푍 for the actual- and
estimated trajectories.
푣max on the maximum radial speed. From the narrowed sets we pick the pair
(푥0, 푦0, 푧0), (푥1, 푦1, 푧0) and take the initial state vector as푋0 = [푥0, (푥1−푥0)∕Δ푡, 푦0, (푦1−
푦0)∕Δ푡,
√
푧0]′. We run the complete Kalman filter over the time interval (0, 푇 ) for
each initial state in the narrowed sets. For the trajectory so produced, we determine
the estimated received signal 푍̂ using (22) and (24) and calculate the root mean
square error
훿푍 =
√√√√√√ 1푇
푇
∫
0
(
푍̂ −푍
)2 푑푡 (43)
We pick the initial state that minimizes this error. Alternatively, one could have min-
imized the integral of the norm of the covariance matrix 푷 +푖 .
6 When the duration, 푇푔 , between two successive measurements exceeds a certain cho-
sen maximum gap time we rerun the prediction all over starting at the end of that time
gap. If (푥푝, 푦푝, 푧푝) are the location coordinates of the bird just prior to the gap, the pos-
sible initial location pairs (푥0, 푦0) and (푥1, 푦1) are determined as in item 5 for 푧0 = 푧푝.
We impose the additional constraint 푅 =
√
(푥0 − 푥푝)2 + (푦0 − 푦푝)2 ≤ 푣max푇푔 . We
then choose the (푥0, 푦0) that corresponds to the maximum 푅 to avoid stagnation and
pick the corresponding initial speeds.
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7 In the rare instance of simultaneous recordings at two different towers/beams, the
state vector is determined separately for each tower/beam and the final state vector is
taken as the average of the two.
Fig. 7 shows the estimated bird trajectory. System parameters and initial conditions used
in the algorithm are shown in figure caption and inset.
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Figure 7: Estimated coordinates of a migrating Piping Plover tracked by multiple
towers during a sub-interval. Parameters used were 훽푥 = 2.5 × 10−4, 훽푦 = 2.25 × 10−4,
훽푧 = 1 × 10−5, 휎푥푥 = 0.3 = 휎푦푦, 휎푧푧 = 0.125, 휎푥푦 = 0.5휎푥푥, 휎푥푧 = 0.5휎푧푧, 푧0 = 60m.
The transverse coordinates are relative to the base coordinates of Sachuest tower.
Symbol size is equal to two tenths of actual standard deviation of error in range and
one half of actual standard deviation of error in height. Maximum (median) standard
deviation in range is 8 km (2.7 km) and maximum (median) standard deviation in height
is 41.5m (17.3m).
It is evident that the overall model is able to predict a 3-dimensional flight trajectory span-
ning > 50 km and associated flight altitudes (spanning hundreds of meters). The somewhat
large spike seen in the bird altitude at 푡 = 54minutes is likely caused by erroneous recorded
data coupled with a relatively large time gap. Large time gaps in data also cause relative
large standard deviations of error in the estimated locations. In Fig. 7, the median (max-
imum) standard deviation of error in range estimated by the filter is about 2.7 km (8 km)
and the median (maximum) standard deviation of error in height is about 17.3m (42m). In
general higher error is resulted when the time gap in the data exceeds a preset threshold and
the filter has to reinitialize. The fidelity of estimated trajectory is measured by comparing
the recorded signal values푍 with the estimated values 푍̂. Fig. 8 shows the comparison over
the 90 minute second subinterval. It is seen that the estimated 푍̂ tracks the recorded푍 well
over a large dynamic range, thus giving credibility to the estimation.
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Figure 8: Estimated and actual values of signal strength 푍 for the data shown in Fig. 7.
4 Discussion
From a computational perspective, the technique presented is remarkable in the sense that
four simultaneous detections are normally needed with omnidirectional antennas to deter-
mine the 3D position of an object uniquely, whereas the technique presented allows plausi-
ble solutions based on a single power measurement only. However, since any given signal
strength from a 3D Yagi beam pattern can result from a broad range of locations, inver-
sion to location is inherently non-unique, i.e., the system is non-observable in the strictest
sense. In order to obtain unique solutions additional constraints have to be imposed dur-
ing the prediction process. In this study, we imposed a constraint on the maximum radial
speed and employ an error minimization procedure, but chose the system parameters on a
trial and error basis. Guidelines for choosing the system parameters for migratory behav-
ior are provided in §3.2, item 2. A more systematic approach might be to base the choice
on a parameter estimation technique with maximum likelihood [30]; however, our initial
attempts at doing so resulted in optimized parameters that did not differ substantially from
those presented here. More detailed investigations should be done in this direction and will
be explored in the future.
Further research is also needed to quantify the model’s ubiquity, precision and robustness
to the quantity of measurements. For example, while accounting for detection by side lobes
and the back lobe of antenna enhances the potential accuracy and precision of the technique,
the model did exhibit some sensitivity to uncertainty in a bird’s initial location, transverse
speeds and initial error covariance matrix as well as to the system parameters (which in our
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case reduced from ten to eight using isotropy considerations). Another challenge occurs
when the available data contains many large time gaps, which would necessitate special
treatment of the state vector at the gaps. The standard deviation of estimated error will
depend on how the gap is treated. One possible scheme of gap treatment is described in
§3.2, item 6. However, other meaningful strategies will also be explored in the future.
5 Conclusions
The ability to generate three-dimensional flight paths of small-bodied airborne organisms
across extended spatio-temporal domains can help both answer fundamental ecological
questions and address conservation and management concerns. We have described a new
technique based on state-space models and Kalman filtering to predict the dynamic 3D tra-
jectory of a radio-tagged bird given the animal’s initial state. This represents the first such
model to incorporate radio multipath phenomenon, allowing for an improved estimate of
range, bearing, and altitude of radio-tagged animals according to the radiation character-
istics of the sensing Yagi array. Soft limiting in the received signal has been included to
capture the true input-output behavior at low and high signal levels. Incorporation of Cox-
Ingersoll-Ross type movement model in the vertical plane ensures that the bird’s altitude
remains above sea level at all times, and realistic trajectories were facilitated through the
use of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type movement model in the transverse plane, with all three
spatial coordinates being statistically correlated.
From this applied ecology perspective, we feel that the technique is flexible and broadly
applicable to other telemetry networks and ecological systems. We encourage researchers
both to adopt the correlation motion model in three dimensions when designing state-space
models and to compare existing triangulation methods [16] and antenna pattern models
[43, 17] with our novel 3D receiver model and its simplifications (40)-(42)). Thus, given
appropriate array configuration and modification of the observation and process models,
our technique could be applied to the analysis of automated VHF telemetry data across a
wide range of spatial and temporal scales, from site-specific studies using targeted arrays,
to coordinated digital VHF tracking efforts that span the Hemisphere.
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